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http://www.bboyan.com
‘Bboyan’ name means,
It’s a perennial question in an interview. ‘Bboyan’ is a pure Korean language. Not too
blurry and not too transparent means of intermediate colors.This means that colors may
look great to clean. I am not too clear not blurry soft pastel tones are often used. bboyan
neutral means, such as the work I want to express neutral feelings.

Previous Clientele
SK Communication, Interpark, Nexon Japan, yunseonsaeng English education, SISA
English, YBM, Geumseong Publishers, Woongjin Publishers, LG Household and Health
Care, Postvisual, D’strict worked along with the web agency. CA monthly column in the
digital illustration technique and Nate com webzine, newsletter, and Yahoo Korea
gunyang pipeulring was serialized in the illustrations.

Awards and Accolades
Books, as well as the Web, advertising, products, movies, albums, music videos, are
active in various fields as art director.

About meIam an illustrator who be known as Bboyan though the internet.
In 2007, I have published a book named Bboyan’s illust-house. this book is a
photoshop textbook which mainly explain how to translate digital works from the hand
drawings. In 2010, I have published a book named Meet the masters of art history.This
book, art and artists to introduce their works and techniques, using Photoshop Digital
Illustration representation is made as an example. After my book’s published, I’ve
requested as an instructor from several places. I’ve lectured at the university and these
days I start to teach about Digital illustration at a design academy. The light can express
itself in many subjects. Light shining on a dark evening, the waves, a rainy day car lights
dimmed and the spread, Stars, jewelry, material, such as the rainbow is my favorite
things

Awards and Accolades
Review & Award
2010: and.or.kr, Designer interview
2010: magazine ILLUST May Vol.131 interview
2010: magazine ILLUST April Vol.130 interview
2009: magazine jungle January / Garnet
birthstone works
2008: 2nd jungle UCC Awards, Hall of Fame,
interview
2008: WorldDesignMarket.com, d portfolio /
profile, works
2008: magazine ILLUST December Vol.114
interview
2008: magazine ILLUST NovemberVol.113
Profile
2006: magazine Computer Art June illust tutorial
2006: magazine Computer Art May interview,
solo exhibition
2005: magazine I love character September
interview
2005: newspaper ?? ?? interview, Murals
2005: buyillust.com, Best illust interview, Best
Works
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